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Introduction 

What are plyometrics? 

• Plyo + metrics is interpreted to mean “measurable increases” 

• Currently defined as a set of exercises that enable muscles reach maximum strength in as short as time as possible 

• Originally emerged as a training style to produce maximum muscle recruitment by the utilization of the stretch 

reflex 

o A rapid eccentric contraction that activates the proprioceptive muscle spindles to preset muscle tension 

which is immediately followed by a concentric contraction 

• Has generally been adopted in the West to simply mean jump training 

A few notes on plyometrics 

• Stability, strength, speed and technique are keys to power development, but in order to build explosive power, 

athletes must train explosively 

• The fundamental reason to train with plyometrics is to reduce the ground contact time that an athlete spends 

while running or jumping 

• The conversion from eccentric loading to concentric muscle activation is called the amortization phase 

o Energy is stored during the eccentric phase and is partially recovered during the concentric contraction.  

o This potential energy can be lost in heat generation if the eccentric contraction is not immediately 

followed by a concentric contraction 

o The shorter the amortization phase, the more efficient the energy transfer yielding increased power 

o The greatest high jumpers in the world have a amortization phase of 0.12 seconds. 

• When intended to be explosive in nature and generate maximum force, plyometrics exercises require complete 

recovery between reps and sets and should not be used in an aerobic capacity 

• Age considerations 

• Terminology varies between authors on bilateral and unilateral jumps 

o Jumps vs hops as defined by Sportsmetrics 

 

Criteria to begin plyos: 

• Pain free 

• Appropriate time for physiologic healing considering injury/surgery 

• B squat below 90deg without deviation-hip shear or knee valgus 

• U squat x15 

Variables in plyometric training program design: 

• Intensity 

o Jumps in place < Sagittal plane jumps < Transverse plane jumps < Box jumps < Hops in place < Sagittal 

plane hops < Transverse plane hops < Single leg box hops 

o Intensity can be varied through cues for limited effort to max effort 

o Intensity can be reduced through utilization of assistive devices: sport cords to reduce rate of eccentric, 

boxes to limit depth of travel 

o Transitional power can be developed through linking plyos and sprints 
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• Volume 

o Number of foot contacts per session of jump training 

� Off season:  

• Beginner: 60-100 

• Intermediate: 100-150 

• Advanced: 120-200 

� Preseason: 

• Beginner: 100-250 

• Intermediate: 150-300 

• Advanced: 150-450 

o Consider the athlete and their experience, observe the execution, and correct movement dysfunctions 

before loading. Avoid ingraining poor movement patterns. 

• Frequency 

o Lack of research 

o General recommendations: 2-3 training sessions/week 

o 48-72 hours recovery often recommended 

• Recovery 

o If training in the anaerobic glycolytic and ATP-PC systems with max efforts keep work periods brief with 5-

30x/work active recovery periods. 

• Tempo 

o Phase 1: controlled landings, holding for 3-5 seconds (stabilization development) 

o Phase 2: repeating jumps/hops 

o Phase 3: as fast as possible (power development) 

 

Plyometric Exercises: 

Phase 1: 

 

Double Leg Wall Jumps:  

Stand facing the wall with feet hip distance apart. Use a ball overhead to tap the wall. Focus on soft landings with knees 

bent and not coming in towards each other.  

 

Ground Attacks: 

Stand facing the mirror arms overhead. With force and slight hop drive arms down together while coming into squat 

position with good form.  Arms end down at sides next to hips. Advance to up on up on toes as start position.  

 

Low Squat Jumps:  

Stand facing a mirror if available. Begin in a low squat position reaching fingertips to just outside your ankles. Check 

position first, neutral alignment of hips knees and ankles (knees not coming in) and sitting back with your butt so that your 

knees are not forward over your toes. Chest and head are up looking into the mirror. Jump up arms overhead as high as 

possible and end the jump back into the low squat position. Focus on soft landings with knees bent and not coming in 

towards each other. 

 

Jump Side to Side: 

Facing a mirror jump side to side over a line or tape on a level surface with feet slightly spread apart, focus on soft landings 

with knees and hips bending. Do not allow knees in towards each other. As able to control mechanics progress to 4-6 inch 

cone.  

 

Jump Forward and back: 

Facing a mirror jump forward and back over a line or tape on a level surface with feet slightly spread apart, focus on soft 

landings with knees and hips bending. Do not allow knees in towards each other. As able to control mechanics progress to 

4-6 inch cone.  
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180 Degree Jumps: 

Slight squat position jump straight up into the air and turn 180 degrees. Check landing position and correct foot position or 

landing stance if needed prior to next step. Return to original position going back the direction you came (not continuing to 

turn in the same direction).  

 

Double Leg/ Functional Jump: 

Stand facing a mirror in upright position. Jump forward as far as comfortable landing equally on both feet with soft neutral 

alignment landing. Hold the landing position for 5 seconds. If you have landed and you are not in a neutral position correct 

the position first prior to holding for 5 seconds. Repeat 5 times.  

 

 

Phase 2: 

Do not progress to single leg work until Double leg mechanics are perfected. 

 

Double Leg Wall Jumps:  

Stand facing the wall. Feet about hip distance apart. You can use a ball overhead to tap the wall. Focus on soft landings with 

knees bent and not coming in towards each other.  

 

Low Squat Jumps:  

Stand facing a mirror if available. Begin in a low squat position reaching fingertips to just outside your ankles. Check 

position first, neutral alignment of hips knees and ankles (knees not coming in) and sitting back with your butt so that your 

knees are not forward over your toes. Chest and head are up looking into the mirror. Jump up arms overhead as high as 

possible and end the jump back into the low squat position. Focus on soft landings with knees bent and not coming in 

towards each other. 

 

Knee Ups: 

Start in with slight knee bend position with neutral alignment of hips, knees and feet. Jump up pulling your knees up toward 

the chest. Land softly with same good position.  

 

Split Stance Jumping: 

Start in semi lunge position with good alignment of forward and back leg in relation to hip knee and foot. Jump up and 

switch to opposite leg in front checking alignment with each jump.  

 

Side to Side Leaping: 

In mirror over a cone or small hurdle jump from one leg over the object landing with the other leg. Start and end in neutral 

alignment with cushioned landing with hip and knee flexed. Progress to landing into a deeper knee bent position as 

demonstrated. 

 

Hop Side to Side: 

Facing a mirror hop on one leg, side to side over a line or tape on a level surface, focus on soft landings with knees and hips 

bending. Do not allow knee in during landing or take off. As able to control mechanics progress to hop over 4-6 inch cone 

and landing into a deeper knee bent position as demonstrated. Focus on good mechanics with take off and landing with 

knee and hip flexed. 

 

Hop Forward and Back: 

Facing a mirror hop on one leg forward and back over a line or tape on a level surface, focus on soft landings with knees and 

hips bending. Do not allow knee in during landing or take off.  As able to control mechanics progress to hop over 4-6 inch 

cone and landing into a deeper knee bent position as demonstrated.   

 

Single Leg/ Functional Hop: 
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Stand facing a mirror in upright position. Jump forward as far as comfortable landing equally on one foot with soft neutral 

alignment landing. Hold the landing position for 5 seconds. If you have landed and you are not in a neutral position correct 

the position first prior to holding for 5 seconds. Repeat 5 times.  

 

 

Phase 3: 

. 

Single Leg Wall Jumps:  

Stand facing the wall. Feet about hip distance apart. You can use a ball overhead to tap the wall. Focus on soft landings with 

knees bent and not coming in towards each other.  

 

Low Squat Jumps:  

Stand facing a mirror if available. Begin in a low squat position reaching fingertips to just outside your ankles. Check 

position first, neutral alignment of hips knees and ankles (knees not coming in) and sitting back with your butt so that your 

knees are not forward over your toes. Chest and head are up looking into the mirror. Jump up arms overhead as high as 

possible and end the jump back into the low squat position. Focus on soft landings with knees bent and not coming in 

towards each other. 

 

Knee Ups: 

Start in with slight knee bend position with neutral alignment of hips, knees and feet. Jump up pulling your knees up toward 

the chest. Land softly with same good position.  

 

Split Stance Jumping: 

Start in semi lunge position with good alignment of forward and back leg in relation to hip knee and foot. Jump up and 

switch to opposite leg in front checking alignment with each jump.  

 

Hop Side to Side: 

Facing a mirror hop on one leg, side to side over a line or tape on a level surface, focus on soft landings with knees and hips 

bending. Do not allow knee in during landing or take off. As able to control mechanics progress to hop over 4-6 inch cone 

and landing into a deeper knee bent position as demonstrated. Focus on good mechanics with take off and landing with 

knee and hip flexed. 

 

Hop Forward and Back: 

Facing a mirror hop on one leg forward and back over a line or tape on a level surface, focus on soft landings with knees and 

hips bending. Do not allow knee in during landing or take off.  As able to control mechanics progress to hop over 4-6 inch 

cone and landing into a deeper knee bent position as demonstrated.   

 

Single Leg/ Functional Hop: 

Stand facing a mirror in upright position. Jump forward as far as comfortable landing equally on one foot with soft neutral 

alignment landing. Hold the landing position for 5 seconds. If you have landed and you are not in a neutral position correct 

the position first prior to holding for 5 seconds. Repeat 5 times.  

 

Box Jump/Depth Jump: 

Stand at the top of a box, jump backward off the box, land and immediately jump back to the top of the box. Rest at the top 

as needed prior to continuing. 

 

Jump up, down, 180, Vertical: 

Stand facing an 8-12 inch box, jump up onto the box, off the box, complete a 180 jump, then straight up vertical jump and 

land. Repeat by jumping up onto the box and following through the same sequence. Each jump should have good 

mechanics and soft landings.  

 

Other plyometric considerations: jump rope, ladder drills, cone drills, sprint training 


